Timetable Lift taps into new opportunities for innovation spaces and huddle rooms. These tables aren’t just mobile, combinable and nest compactly into one another, but also add flexibility in terms of height. Electrically adjustable in height from 73 cm to 139 cm, they’re perfect for hot desking where people both sit and stand and an excellent choice for scalable seminar and project spaces where different postures are often adopted and for spacious multipurpose meeting and presentation spaces.

The superbly designed tables are compact to stow away, wheel in as required, easy to set up in one step and set to the right height at the touch of a button. Optional battery operation enables mobility regardless of where the power supply’s located. And what’s more, if surfaces with dry-wipe laminate are chosen, the table also turns into a mobile, flip-top projection screen and whiteboard.
An integrated control unit and optional battery allow mobile and precision adjustment at the touch of a button: from standard table height to in-between heights for dynamic stools and sitting-standing items of furniture to the height of a projection screen and whiteboard.

Table top groups

- Laminate, soft matt laminate, veneer type 1 or 2

Foot section and upright

- Bright chrome-plated or polished aluminium, coated in black or with a silver satin finish

You can find our current fabric collection in our media center. The digital sample colours differ from the originals.

Further information at: www.wilkhahn.com